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In The Wall Street Journal, Robert M. McDowell writes that as regulators weigh imposing net neutrality on the Web,
Congress tries to pre-empt government overreach.

McDowell The Federal Communications Commission is about to answer the most important question in its
year history: Does the agency intend to protect the open Internet, or is it lunging to seize unlimited power over
the Web? Meanwhile, the new Congress is maneuvering to change the net-neutrality equation, with hearings in
the House and Senate beginning Wednesday. Even congressional supporters of net neutrality, wary of
increasing FCC power over something as vast and crucial as the Internet, are working to draft an alternative.
At the end of this constitutional process, all sides may be able to claim victory. For years Washington has
debated how to keep the Internet open and free from government or private coercion. Regulation proponents
have argued that new rules are needed to prevent Internet service providers, such as phone, wireless and cable
companies, from blocking or degrading the online content or applications consumers want. Though no market
failure exists, and regulators have never conducted a study to diagnose the alleged potential illness, the FCC
has twice tried to impose new rules on the Web. Each time it lost in court. The tragedy of this debate is that no
one, including phone, wireless and cable companies, has ever contested the goals of keeping the Internet open.
It has been open and freedom-enhancing since it was privatized in the mids because it is protected under
existing antitrust and consumer-protection laws. Instead, the fight has been over how much regulatory power
the FCC should wield. In November President Obama called for this embrace of Title IIâ€”a radical departure
from Clinton-era light-touch policies and a clear loser for the Internet and consumers. Brand X Internet
Services. Although the legislative process can be perilous, Congress can provide all sides with a way out.
Net-neutrality supporters could achieve their long-sought goals of restating protections for consumers and tech
startups; doubly ensuring that Internet service providers could not unlawfully block or throttle content and
applications or impose anticompetitive prioritization requirements; and creating congressionally defined
enforcement authority for the FCC. They could also enjoy, for the first time, the certainty that a court cannot
hand them another loss. This would also send a strong signal to foreign governments and international
regulatory bodies that they should not smother the Web with antiquated rules designed in an era when people
held their phones with two hands. The FCC stands at a fork in the road. If the agency rushes down the Title II
lane, it will own the consequencesâ€”decreased investment in the Internet, a hobbled tech sector and new
taxes and fees on consumers. Running in this direction would reveal that having unlimited power over the
Internet economy was what the FCC wanted all along. If the agency takes a different path, however, the FCC
can attain its stated policy goals, be protected by legislative certainty, and bask in the glow of achieving
statesmanlike bipartisan consensus.
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Linda Wilson-McDowell and Special Marks have a conversation about "Chocolate is Better" by Lynn Vern. For more
information about "Chocolate is Better", visit theinnatdunvilla.com

Slave territories contested Confederate invasion of Kentucky September [ edit ] By mid, eleven states had
seceded, but four more slave-owning " border states " remained in the Unionâ€” Missouri , Kentucky ,
Maryland , and Delaware. Kentucky was considered the most at risk; the state legislature had declared
neutrality in the dispute, which was seen as a moderately pro-Confederate stance. The loss of Kentucky might
have been catastrophic because of its control of the strategic Tennessee and Ohio rivers and its position from
which the vital state of Ohio could be invaded. Lincoln wrote, "I think to lose Kentucky is nearly the same as
to lose the whole game. Polk followed this by moving through the Cumberland Gap and occupying parts of
southeastern Kentucky. This violation of state neutrality enraged many of its citizens; the state legislature,
overriding the veto of the governor, requested assistance from the federal government. Kentucky was never
again a safe area of operation for Confederate forces. Thus, almost by accident, the Confederacy was placed at
an enormous strategic disadvantage. Union assault on Confederate entrenchments at the Battle of Fort
Donelson Union capture of Forts Henry and Donelson February [ edit ] The capture of Forts Henry and
Donelson , and the Confederate surrender at the latter, were the first significant Union victories during the war
and the start of a mostly successful campaign in the Western Theater. Grant completed both actions by
February 16, , and by doing so, opened the Tennessee and Cumberland Rivers as Union supply lines and
avenues of invasion to Tennessee, Mississippi , and eventually Georgia. The loss of control of these rivers was
a significant strategic defeat for the Confederacy. This was the start of offensive actions by Grant that, with
the sole exception of the Battle of Shiloh , would continue for the rest of the war. By , he commanded all
Confederate forces between the Cumberland Gap and Arkansas. The Confederate government failed to meet
these recommendations. Grant captured the forts in February and launched a full-scale invasion of Tennessee.
The fall of these forts was inaccurately blamed on Johnston, but he continued to serve. He launched his attack
at the Battle of Shiloh in April He assigned Beauregard to coordinate the attack. Beauregard disagreed with
his strategy and instead planned to drive the enemy back toward the river. On the first day of battle, Johnston
personally led the attack on the enemy. He was a victim of friendly fire, receiving a hit in the knee which
severed his popliteal artery. Johnston died within an hour. His death resulted in critical reassignments of his
command to less talented generals who failed to repair the virtually doomed Western Theater. Philip , New
Orleans had no means to oppose capture. Although the occupation under Maj. Benjamin Butler was detested,
he was astute enough to build a base of political support among the poorer classes and create an extensive
intelligence and counterespionage capability, nullifying the threat of insurrection. But it also had two strategic
consequences. Although considered a tactical draw between the Army of the Potomac and the much smaller
Army of Northern Virginia , it marked the end of Robert E. One of his goals was to entice the slave-holding
state of Maryland to join the Confederacy, or at least recruit soldiers there. He failed in that objective; he also
failed in marshaling Northern fears and opinions to pressure a settlement to the war. He had been counseled by
his cabinet to keep this action confidential until a Union battlefield victory could be announced, lest it appear
to be an act of desperation. Along with its immense effect on American history and race relations, the
Emancipation Proclamation effectively prevented the British Empire from recognizing the Confederacy as a
legitimate government. The British public had strong anti-slavery beliefs and would not have tolerated joining
the pro-slavery side of a fight where slavery was now a prominent issue. Support from France was still a
possibility, but it never came to pass. Stonewall Jackson to pneumonia following a friendly fire accident. His
death was a blow to the morale of the Confederate army, as he was one of its most popular and successful
commanders. Two months later, Robert E. Lee himself shared this belief [6] and is said to have told his
subordinate generals on different occasions that they should have acted like Jackson would have. Union
capture of Vicksburg and victory at Gettysburg July [ edit ] A Union battalion scales the defenses of
Vicksburg in a costly failed assault ordered by Grant early in the siege On July 4, , the most important
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Confederate stronghold on the Mississippi River at Vicksburg, Mississippi surrendered to General Ulysses S.
The previous day, Maj. George Meade had decisively defeated Robert E. Lee at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.
These nearly simultaneous battles are the events most often cited as the ultimate turning points of the entire
war. As President Lincoln had stated, "See what a lot of land these fellows hold, of which Vicksburg is the
key! The war can never be brought to a close until that key is in our pocket We can take all the northern ports
of the Confederacy and they can defy us from Vicksburg. The three-day battle witnessed the Union Army of
the Potomac decisively repel his second invasion of the North and inflicted serious casualties on his Army of
Northern Virginia. From this point onward, Lee attempted no more strategic offensives. Although two more
years of fighting and a new, more aggressive general-in-chief Grant was required to fully subdue the rebellion,
the eventual end at Appomattox Court House in seems inevitable in hindsight. While Gettysburg was seen by
military and civilian observers at the time as a great battle, those in the North had little idea that two more
bloody years would be required to finish the war. News of the severity of the two rebel defeats led to a sell-off
in Confederate bonds. By the end of , the probability of a Southern victory fell to about 15 percent. Leaving
Sherman in command of forces in the Western Theater , he moved his headquarters east to Virginia. Previous
Union commanders in the critical Eastern Theater had not mounted effective campaigns, or successful pursuits
of Confederate forces after gaining rare victories. Grant devised a coordinated strategy that would strike at the
Confederacy from multiple directions: The capture of Atlanta, following a tedious and frustrating campaign,
lifted the spirits of Unionists and came just in time to build the popular support necessary to re-elect Lincoln,
in addition to its military result of crippling transportation in the heart of the Confederacy and nearly
destroying the city. McClellan , ran on a Democratic Party platform that favored a negotiated settlement with
the Confederacy. Although McClellan disavowed this platform, the South would have likely seen his election
as a strategic victory.
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But as persons of interest surfaced and a crucial clue was uncovered, there was still no sign of McDowell -did someone know where she was? Correspondent Maureen Maher investigates. It just would not stop. One of
our investigators lost his entire house. Our local Texas Ranger and his wife were flooded out of theirs. And
yet, they showed up for work. All day looking for this woman. Investigators search for Crystal McDowell D.
But weather was not their only challenge. If Crystal had met with foul play, the sheriff says there was a
growing list of people to question. She was extremely social. She had lots of friends. Jeff Walters [in tears]:
And our main objective is just to get Crystal back home. He was the person that was extremely emotional and
reported her missing, but then he kept getting in the way of the investigation. This is not a game to us. This is
not a hobby. This is what we do. Also on the list, the men romantically linked to Crystal. In June , the couple
went through what many described as an amicable divorce after 10 years of marriage and two children: And
what was his story for Friday morning? That she never showed up. That she was supposed to show up and she
never did. That morning, at 7: Do you have water? Looks like I may stay here with the kids. It seems just like
rain. What did he tell authorities about their marriage, their relationship? In fact, Crystal was living with Steve
and the kids, in a house she helped him buy, while her townhouse was being renovated. She was living in the
master bedroom downstairs and he had moved into a bedroom upstairs. He had such a passionate love for her.
It was almost unhealthy. If she wanted her hair brushed, he would brush her hair. Is it fair to say that she wore
the pants in the family? But over time they grew apart. And Steve was OK with just stepping back being the
house person. He was the dad. She was more of the provider. She was his life, and they were his life. He was
very cooperative with us. Hargrave owned a local jewelry store and had been dating Crystal for a few weeks.
She seemed in love with him â€¦ They seemed perfect together. We had talked about going to Europe. She got
a ticket to go with me to Belgium next month. Investigators would learn Crystal had also invited Paul to go on
a family cruise. Steve, her ex-husband, was going too. And I told her, "Well, gosh, I would love to go â€¦ But I
think it will be awkward for me to be there with the ex husband. She had stressed to me that he was pretty
upset about that. Which is why, Hargrave said, he was deeply concerned when Crystal disappeared after she
left his home in her black Mercedes, which was also missing. What do you think happened to her? I just am
trying to focus on, on finding her. But Sheriff Hawthorne says he became suspicious after Hargrave failed to
tell authorities about security footage from his home showing the last time Crystal was seen alive. She actually
walked right through this living room at 7: I think she was seen leaving the driveway at 7: Paul Hargrave
shared the tapes -- not with investigators, but with the media. Intentional or oversight on his part? Some of the
investigators that were involved in this would say, "You know, I think its Steve. I will give the family credit
for finding that vehicle. So now they knew where the car was, but who put it there and what would they find
inside? Weather and time deteriorate evidence, physical evidence. Well you could get in the car because it was
unlocked and the keys were sitting on the console. Did that strike you as odd? Set up for someone to take it?
But whoever had left the car there to be taken, did not anticipate the massive flooding in the aftermath of
Hurricane Harvey. The water had risen. And that was finally a break in your direction. A lot of their majors
and captains and sergeants and investigators homes were going underwater â€¦ it was chaos for everybody.
There are a lot of moving parts right now. The investigation had taken a toll on D. Lieck, who had lost all
hope. Paul Hargrave meets with investigators D. There has been no activity on any of her credit cards, debit
cards, nothing. Nobody leaves anymore without a cell phone. Sheriff Hawthorne, deputies and Texas Rangers
expanded their focus from finding Crystal â€¦ to finding her killer. As of about midnight last night the net has
widened and its husband, boyfriend, uncle. Early in the investigation, the top persons of interest had been
brought in for questioning. Paul Hargrave [to investigator]: She was really concerned about her well-being.
Did you have anything to do with the disappearance of Crystal? Jeff Walters [to investigator]: He reminds me
of Hannibal Lecter and he creeps me out really bad. And Steve stuck with his story that Crystal never showed
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up at his house. And how did they do? Focusing on the location of the car, deputies began gathering video
from nearby businesses. A camera at a Shell gas station next door to the motel appears to have captured one of
their three persons of interest. Jeff Walters is questioned by investigators D. Like a bag or? It looked like
clothing is what it looked like. We recovered the trash can and the problem is all the contents had floated out
of it. Because of the hurricane. Because of the storm. Then investigators receive different security video
showing Steve McDowell in action -- right in the Motel 6 parking lot. You just see somebody park the car.
And what does that say to you? It says that my person of interest has changed [laughs]. The videos are purely
circumstantial evidence. But for the first time, investigators are all heading in the same direction. Inside the
war room: I said, "Cindy, I need you to stay close to Steve.
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Turning Point is a self-contained program on an alternative campus in the Washoe County School District (WCSD) in
Reno, Nevada. The Turning Point program helps individual special needs children who have problems and who have
demonstrated significant behavioral regression in the least restrictive environment.
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William McDowell: Withholding Nothing 0. By Turning Point International on September 7, Features. The renowned
worship leader and pastor talks music and.

Chapter 7 : Robert M. McDowell - Wikipedia
It was the largest amphibious assault ever launched, and turned the tide of the Second World War. And 70 years since
D-Day, the world's focus will return to Normandy to mark the historic invasion.

Chapter 8 : The Turning Point for Internet Freedom - by Robert M. McDowell
Robert Malcolm McDowell (born June 13, ) served as a commissioner of the Federal Communications Commission from
June 1, to May 17, He is currently a partner in the Communications regulatory, Digital media & entertainment,
Telecommunications, etc. practices at Cooley LLP.
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